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:', I.- i2.-TTRODUCTION
0 t;:.0 t0Upper :level veriicastlon studies have been made i the past which measure

the validity of conventionl--1 forecast techniaues. Forecast -exrrors computed from
such studies depend to some extent uion the forecasters' training and experience
as well as the particular forecast techn.iques employed. In the case of nulmerical.
forecasts the errors are related to the type of predicti-on model used. This type
of wind error might be classed in the category of the forecast.tecmhnique employed.
Furthermore wind errors vary with the seasons and this variation is related' to
the varying behavior of the atmosphere with the seasons.: Superimosed upon these
seasonal trends there exists daily fluctuations. Validity of forecasts over
diffe.en-et geographical regions probably vary to some extent also. And, of course
when verifying geostrophic forecast winds vs. reported data, the observationsl
errors- ca:. ageosturoph,-1c. motions also influence the computed forecast eror.

All of the above -error-influences should be careful.y considered when one
wiund.verification study is weighed against another..

12-hr and 24-hr forecasts of the 8 50-m o, 500-mb, and 300-mb winds (geostrophic)
over a portion of North America were verified in this study for the months of
Februaryp March., and April of 1959. The 500-.mb forecasts. were made by the J-1T.P
operational equivalent barotropic model which has incorDorated into it a scheme- of
very long atmospheric wave stabilization [1]. The flow was balenced initially.
-Th :e 8,50.0.'b f0oreaats; were obtained by a model which was designed by Thompson [2].
The operational version has been simplified considerably. First of all the 500-mb
level is forecast barotropically and no "feed-back"t from the lower level is allowed
to influence this level. Terrain effects are present empirically in the barotropic
forecast but not in the thicknmess forecast equation. Static stability is treated
as a constant in both time and space, and surface vertical velocities are assued 
to be zero. Thus the 500-850 mb thickness is forecast keepiLng the 500-mb level
fixed barotropically, and an 850-mb forecast is obtained.

The 300-mb forecast is one-that is actually a by-product of the two-level
fmeshed": model. The 850-mb and 500-mb forecast heights were used to obtain
extrapolated 300-mob heights.. The deviation of the thickrness from the standard at-
mosphere was utilized and then a slight modification applied. 

II. PURPOS

This' vrification study was undertaken to obtain an objective estimateF of the
accuracy of certain short-range wind forecasts. It is also an attempt to show
the amount of error in the numerical prognoses andcompete these errors with those
made by conventional methods, No attempt-has been made here to express the errors
.as functions of-geographical location or season.

III. PROCEDUR

The test applied to the forecast winds was a very rigid one in which the geo-
strophic forecast winds were verified against the reported winds, All calculations
were done on the :.IM 704 electronic computer.
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TABIE 4.. A comparison o the 300-mb extrapolated '"anaes e'"aalyses an~d
forecasts and the 300-mb machine analyses. The unitl is
lknot.. 

I". ' 00: kB: :;;:: 300 MB (extrapol e'l) 300MA (ayecd)
STATISTICS .

Observed 12 Hr 124 Hr Observed ' 2 r 24 Hr
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:It was desiral>e to e this study over a region of dense dat co-verage°
The regioln considerxed was one enclosed by the Jh" ,? octogonl grid from I=12 to
-I=29 and J=6 to J=17. This enecaopas.es5 the United States (excluding Alasla anG d
Hawaii) and the southern portion of Canada. Forecasts were verified at 1.200z

on all .even days from Februay lO tbrough April 1o0 The reported win daa wnlhich
went into thio st1udy wre the sae. data which axe processed by the .auto atic data
processing system presently employed by the JTP Unit. All winds are: machinee-
checkfed for vertical consistency. Wnen a wind did not meet the criteria neces--

*f; esary for use iLa the' machine analysis, it was not considered in the verification
#study. 

The' ge-ostrophic forecast winds were computed at the grid points using cen-
tered finite differences. For each obser-ation the four surrounding geostrophic
forecast winds.were linearly extrapolateed to obtain a forecast vealue at the obser-
vation location, This wind was then compared with the reported wind. Based on
findings by Carstensen [3] it .was felt that for a long period of time little would
be gained by using the 500-mb forecast stream fmction rather then the: 500-mb
heights. Of course it is quite possible that day-to-day variations exist over
the region considered,

In addition to the statistics obtained from such a comarison as the above,
!itw ,, a ,o desrable to obtain a measure of the persistence of the obse-aved .-nd,
For an estimate of this the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) vector difference of the
geostronhic winds from the initial analysis and the analysis 12 hours previous
over the region involved was computed using the grid-point values. This type of
measurement was also made for a 24-hr persistence estimate.

The r.m.s. of the geostrophic winds of the initial analysis was also coarputed
with the program mentioned above. This gave a measure of the average strength of
the geostrophic wind at the level involved and over the region under verification.

Consider the u end v components of the wind parallel to the I and J axis of
the octagonal grid. The subscript o shall refer to the reported wind, and ,the
subscript £ shall refer to the forecast wind. The number of sets of data will be
:denoted by T. Due to the orientation of the octagonal grid the u-component of the
wind approximates the zonal flow over the region considered. The following statis-
tics were. ob'tained from data at observation locations:.-. ~ ~ t a i bt i e f -D :0f 

A. Average-u-component of the witnd.

.7-
B. Average v-component of the wind. .

C. Average magna itude of the whole wind. 

' ' -S g0Av =



0 ' ~-0t t Do Aeverege sine of the ai. e ( eg ) beeenA the forecasst - d
·'-0 r e o ne w: :;:S :rthein aves age s I e of the obte angle is

positive t. .he. Eeasured co nter-clocJhise from the fore°
cast ind r- v e-to o the .ored rua d v: ctor.

- E. R.moso of the vind:.

F. Average itude of the vector er0or.f- . f S \ : n V 0 :: fmag. I : 

! -X Go R.mOS u error_

H. Magnitude of the r.m.S. vector error (st dd

vector elror). :

W I. Vector error epressed as a direction error.
This quantity was com;uted using .'~J1-a, .VE- .a-

· i 

The above statistics epresenta cc- arison of geostrophie winds vs. reported
winds. The following quantities -ere obtained from analyzed geostrophic winds

J. Rm.s. of the analyzed wInd M5

K. R.m.so vector difference. Rms )
This is the measure of analysis persistence. 

The results of this study are given in Table 1. Winds are expressed in
knots. All statisticel rtities coltattng reported windz (except *' s. , ()

ere obtained fromI 2992 sets of d;at, at 850 ads 2116 sets at 500 bs, and 1206
sets at 300 nibs. The v quantities contained 768) 5456 and 291 sets at 850 bs9
500 mbs, and 300 mbs, resectively, collecte-i from Fer-ry 10 through Febray 26o
The, ?MS15() aquantties contained. 1197, 855, and 519 sets ate 850 nibos 500 Ibs, and.
300 mbs, respectively, collected during the remi oder o-the period. R S fA.() . d

t m$S(% were .obtained from 29 day-s of data,. (March 8 data was disQyalified in
this report due to analysis difficulties. )
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Using R. Murray's sand D H. Johnson's wind verification results,. Sutcliffe
and Sawyer [41] reporte similar wind statistics which were obtained over theBrtih -ses and '. hen Atli in .... hefoeBritioh Isles and the ada lanic for a trial period in Spring. The fore-
cast techn iqce employed was -a conventional one which incorporated. a method of
thickness adrvection With the aesan wind. The -- hr; 500-mb and. 300-mbO rm.rs.
vector errorss are given in row L of Table 1. The 24-i-r romoS. vector difference
of the observed winds s.xe given in row M.

IV DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

It should be emphasized that the results axe only meant to give some indica-
tion of the validity of the JNVWP Unit forecasts and are not strictly valid for
all locations in the grid or at all times. One might suppose that the annual
average errors over the U. S. and Southern Canada would be somewhat less than
those found in this study since this sample was composed of data from late winter
as well as early spring.

From row C and D of Table 1, it is possible to say something about the wind
errors in terms of speed and direction° The fact that the algebraic average of
the angles between forecast and observed wind vectors was small tells us simply
that the direction of the vector error of the numerical forecasts was random -
i~e'., ~ 'the- wind. forecast vector did not tend. to deviate more in one direction than
the other from the observed wind. It should be mentioned here that it was assumed
that the angle. computed from each pair of wines was am obtuse angle. in most.
cases where this assumption is invalid the winds are likely to be weak. The
fact that at each level the average magnitude of the observed and forecast winds
are: about the same signifies that the wind magnitude was forecast too strong as
often as it was forecast too weak, and the forecast average was approxima.tely
constant with time, Thus the average magnitude of the geostrophic forecast wind
over this two-month period and over the particular region approximated the average
observed wind magnitude, quite closely. This of course does not show us if there.
was a consistent discrepancy between forecast and observed wind magnitudes locally
within the region. For example, it does not tell us if the forecast wind gradients
' in the vicinity of the jet stream is under-forecast or if the gradients-are over-
fo~&~ast on the periphery of the jet.

The r.-.'s. o'bserved winds at the three pressure surfaces (E) differ somewhat
from the r.m.s. geostrophic analyzed winds (J). These differences might possibly
be attributed to the fact that the analyzed values were computed at the grid points
rather than. at the observation points. Of course another possible explasmtion of-
the differences of E and J might be due to the fact that one is from Obsecred winds
while the other is from geostrophic winds.. Carstensen also found that the geostro-
phic winds were stronger (3%) than the observed wins end he attributed this to be
due to the analysis procedure which considers the observed winds as being 8% . sub-
geostrophic.

_Asstated in the previous section the quantities reported in row It ofd Taoble 
are angles which are computed from the average magnitudes of the vector forecast,
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* ve-ctor observed and vector .error wTds, Since thle aerage ,an i gn tudes of t he

: obsered. a.d- forecast inds adre ai nost ecqjkl, these angles represent the
veto erreors ems-resed es direction errors. .:'This does not retmn that these' rmgO -
.c .rrEsecnt the averaSge error in dir'ect idon. This ;cUd be the case 'only if the in-
dividuil taind speeds (at eaeh oser ation point) w;ero correctly forecast.

According to ±, rry [5)] a good ae'tShte of the per of the wind vW3 s-
' tion whiclh is corZectly forecast is given by 'he formlai.

m hk whe,. H is tEh.. re's.,. forcast error and K is the rtmoS. of the wind v-ariationo
;thi-. mea?~. ~of- skmli-l waas applied to the results of this study and to the results

of Sutcliife and Sawyer's report. In addition, Ellsaes3er [6] cs.iled wnd
'-: ' forecast. v-erifiction data (which was obtined frm a large sasxle aud which in-z

cluded Sueliffe end Sayer 's sanmle) Which represented an amnnua averzge for
the latitude belt frc 25° to 65v°. These reslts ae preseted in Table 2o

Sucliffe. and Sawyerf's and Ellsaeser's figures are presented only to give

a general ca.parisono A strict ciparison ca=not be made since, the deta are :
diff erent. Furthermore, their perisstence mesasurments wenre made frm t1h ob -
:served windus while the persistence measurements of this study -ere obtAeind from
oest0 a i > atleais persistence a-t:the: grid-pointso Persissence me rat
from observed winds would probably be l.rger thmn persistence me-1aseur'zM:.ns froM
analyzed maps since observed winds contain random obses-rvaticnal erorsoe

W ~ 0 Th e fact that the 12-hr 300-mb forecast showed no skill whats.oever m;ay be
attributed to, aeong otnhr things, the crude method of zmeasuring persistsnce and,
most Ltportant of all, the fact that the 300=-b level is not mathamatical.y in-
corporated into the forecasting model.

The M agnitude of the average vector error ( F of Table I ) ..my seem quite
large to the forecaster using JFA? foreca.sts Of cormse one mmst bear in ind the

fact that this method of evalugtion of the errors does not filter and sep.rate 0out
obpservation errors, analysis errors or errors which result from cc $mcin observed

"indfS with geostrophic winds ..

In order to get an estimte ef the .megitude of these errors the verif.ica-

ti on'pro'.r w :applied to a few caes in whitch the enalyses were rt......o- as t
the observed data. The average results for the four days considered (18 Febriary,
18 March, 22. mch and 2 April )are presented in Taqble 3 under the "observed"-..
coleIus. The letters have the sae statistical menings previously defined and
all val es are in. knots. The 12-hr and 24-hr forecast. values are also presented

in this table.' During these four days and ioer the sae region of verification,
there were -404, 289, and 168 observed winds at the 850-:n'b, 500b, and: 300-nb
levels respectively. v :: .

O~~~~~~~~~~~~
'--0.fft ~ ~ ~ .-0 ." . .:f; R0'; : tV u:f ff-~ f itfffff'd = 1 ' .-; 1.~-00 'S 'Sff,,0::dS00 0;0 .. ..-0 0:

/i-S30 t D - : 0 . l d;X0d -T' (~- .S~ :?:0009-~,fk'; f;0-AS ~ff :00:d 00f:0 f 0.-0
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Sutiffe .and Samyer reported a r.m.s. vect or in the hand analyses
of. the 'BritiSh · sol1ble of 14 .kts and 20 !fts. for the 500-rob and 300-Mrlb levels
res-oectively. IeTh'ir 22 -hr persistence values were 35 kts o at 500-b b d a,

kts. at 300-mb.. These figures may be generally compared with the 'values of 14.0 kts.
and 29.3 khs, obtained from the present study.o The vaidity of the .300-rob
extrapolation wiJl. be discussed in more detail, later.

N~otiCe that the vector errors of the analyses are by no means sWall in
ccmparison to the forecast errors. f. we say that an otheri ese perfect forecast
csannot exceed the quality of the analysis, then the magnitude of the vector-
errors in the 850-mb, 500-mb., andu 300-mb 24-hr forecasts differ from. a perfect
f orecast by- T6;3-k%-, 6'.8 kts. and 6.7 kts., respectively. These va.lues-, of
course, apply specifically to these four 1200Z cases. It is of interest to note
here that a wind direction error of 5 degrees in a 70-kt wind produces a vector
error of 6.1 kts. Wind directions are normally given to the nearesttens of
degrees. This type of reasoning leads one to believe that the forecasts are as
a whole Taite good.

We may go even further in our evaluation of the 300-rmb extrapolated fore-
casts, Two,.machine analyses: (18 February and 2 April) were made at 300-mrb and
compared with the extrapolated maps. The results are given in Table. 4 together

--~ with the 12-hr and 24-hr forecast errors. There were 76) 300-mb observations
received during these two days for 1200Z within the verification region. Here
the average vector error of the true analysis was 5 kts. less than the extra-
polated error. It can be seen from Table 4 that the average 24-hr forecast
vector error is 13.7 kts. greater than the average vector error of the winds
in the true analyses and only 8.7 kts. greater then the average vector error
of the winds in the extrapolated analyses. Therefore, based on these two cases
it appears that the 6.7-knot/ 300-mb error found for the four cases discussed
above might be an underestimate. Thus, it is apparent that the 300-bfo analyses
show considerable improvement over the extrapolated maps.

It is necessary to point out that forecast wind errors over a route are less
-than spot;wind forecast errors. Sutcliffe andd Saw;~yer estimated that for a 1200-
'mile route the route. wind errOrs' are about two-thirds those of spot wLnd forecasts.
This is due to the fact that in the case of route winds the errors tend to cancel.

V, COCLUSI0Io-

-As has been mentioned previously, it is difficult to ma-ke a strong coM-arison"
between the statistical results of this study and those of previous studies since
the. data upon which the studies are based are different and in some cases the, method
of comparison differs, considerably. Thus from the results of this. study, it is
difficult to state conclusively whether these '&.WP products are better or worse
than the forecasts made by conventional means. Nievertheless from the results of
this study, it is evident that considerable skill is expressed by the JTP shorter
range upper-level wind forecasts. The exception to this statement is the 12-br
'~' L!,~i~ 300zmb for'ecast.. The difficulty here sesems to. lie for the most part in the fact
"that- this ."chart. is a by-product. of the operational model and' is not mathem.;ially

'.!*,0 incorporated into the forecasting system.



It appears that: the 500m b: fiorecasts from the equivalenit barotropia model
e:cpress more of the w,,hd variattion than. does the 85O--o or 300-b lforecasts.

The vector errors increase with height. Thnis is due mainly to the fact. 
that the wind r.zgitukdes increase Coa-Lid:z.C2oably witih heighto

.The forecast errors do not increase as rapidly as does the wind variation
from 12-hrs to 24-hrs. This is evident from the fact that the forecast skill;
as measured in this study, is larger for the 24.-hr forecastsa

The forecasts tnder consideration did not show a tendency to
atically in direction or magnitude. This of course does not means
deviations do not exit.

deviate syst em-
tht uocalrc
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0 'AJ3LE P WrID STATISTICS
All winds are in lmots. See text for symbolic meanings.

STATISTICS berd 850 __ 500 3. E ' _ ___

.: ____ Observed 12 I-IR .24 ER Observed 32 P 24 R Obervp l12 Ir 24R

0 0 A ; r10.8 12.0 12.8 29.5 .31.4 39: :154 48.

'B ' 4 "4 ;f0 .3 3.9 1.4 8.o 7.7 8.8 ' 223 1 '5 2154~~ ~ ~~. 4. 8~3~. l0'
c: V 19.6 19.0 19.9 39.8 40.3 4o.6 59.7 6o o o 60p. 4

.: t0D. siV,~ 0 +0.0325 -0.0009 oo0.0047 -0.0216 +o 0o.r06 ,-o1o.01

0Et Ms ; 21.5 21.6 5 : 23.2 40.2 39.0 39.4 60.5 59.2 59.3

'F :..8 t- :. 14.7 :.14.7 17-9 2 6.1 27.9. 

c~ RMs& E) 9.1 11.7 12.4 15.2 20.7 23.2

H i wl~&T) 13.8 17.2 17"7 21.5 28.7 325 .

I35.70 : .46.5° 2 21.5 o . 25.7° ' 5,0 ·26.9°

.' ,..T ~5(W~) 22.1 44.2 68'. 1
'r ' I ~C000Ms(sl) ' X0; : 14.2.8 21.8 : 20.8 , 29.9 .: 28.4 41o7

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7 - ; I _ _ -7

SUTCLIFTF AND SAWYER'S FINDINGS

OK.
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9. Skil3. estimates using

'2 . : Skill estimates usiing
R. iX ,ura ' fo m l. :; 

4I;>
N

___________ .50850 M - 500 -MBV - -

:: 12 Hr 24 H x 12 Hr..2k. C Hr 
... - f'] :za &7 , __~

N :.:36f. 61$ , 53f ,

Sutcliffe & Sawyer 6: %

Ellsaesser : - 64% ''7 ,,
. _ ~~~ ~~: _ _ .__ ___ _ ____;'0t0 0; 0,St '0 94;Qg 00'0

TABLE 3. Comparison of analyzed winds vs. reported winds
and forecast winds vs. reported winds. The unit
is knot.; :

STATISTICS
· 850 MB

Observed 12 Hr P4 Hr

500 M:

Observed 12: Hr 24 IIHr

j ~ ~ 00

2.2 Hr 2! 4 HtI

F ' 8.8 11..9 15.1 1.8 161.i 18.6 ·24 q ' 4: 

H' ! ' 0; 'fi 9 :o. 13 .8 17.3 14.0 18.8 23.1 29, : 

x Rnts('D.J) 1 ; i4.4 22.1 19.9 30.6 *2_ * 0 Y
V , ,9.9 - . ..;

J ; ~~~~2.8 46.i. :, :.
~K %80

1I ; I I L I I .

I: :< - .,

D: i 
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